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6  METHODOLOGY

The methodology for the preparat ion of the
Comprehensive Conservation Management Plan
(CCMP) was determined by the significance of the
Fort complex (Red Fort and Salimgarh), the nature
of the historic fabric and its current management
system. This section covers the process of
research, survey and investigation of the site and
its environs. The analysis of the data collected and
recommendations are incorporated in the sections
8 and 10.

The plan is  a joint effort of  a multidisciplinary
team comprising architects, surveyors, conservation
architects, conservation landscape architects, art
conservators, historians, material scientists, civil
engineers,  structural  engineers,  public health
engineers, electrical engineers, urban planners,
urban designers, and industrial and exhibition
des igners .  Inputs  were  fur ther  sought  f rom
archaeologists, site interpretations specialists and
risk management specialists on the consultative
draft. The CCMP has been prepared in a limited
timeframe of one year and under considerable
resource constraints.

The plan is based on archival research and extensive
fieldwork. The interplay of these two dimensions
of knowledge forms the basis of the plan. The
principal areas of work include extensive and
intensive archival research; extensive fieldwork --
preparation of survey plans and inventories; user
need assessments and stakeholder consultations;
documentat ion;  invest igat ions and analyt ica l
studies.

A well-known mid-19 th century map (Ehlers and
Kraft, 1993), redrawn and translated into English
with the help of the Department of Geography,
University of Bonn, has been used as a base

document for studying the designed open spaces
of the Mughal period and comparing them with the
current situation. Archaeological investigations
undertaken in select areas by the ASI established
the authenticity of the information contained in the
map. Of course, more investigative work needs to
be done to develop detai led action plans for
implementation in a phased manner. (illustration17,
1850 map)

Plate 6.1: Red Fort Map 1850; source
Shahjahanabad/ Old Delhi, Tradition and
Colonial Change; Ehlers, Eckart and Thomas
Krafft, 1993.
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Detailed conservation plans (DCPs) have been
prepared for five Mughal buildings located on the
central axis. These buildings are the Lahori Gate,
Chatta Bazaar, Naubat Khana, Diwan-i-Am and
Rang Mahal. The conservation plans for these
buildings were made with the objective of putting
in place the method and setting standards and
guidelines for the making conservation plans for the
other buildings. Guidelines and methods have been
established for architectural documentation and
condition mapping of the built structures. Standards
and legends have been developed for documenting
the decay in the built fabric as well as for decorative
features. A format has also been developed for
collecting and collating information on decay,
possible cause of decay and recommendations for
conservation. Areas of  material investigation have
also been determined.

This  methodology  must  be  fo l lowed for  the
preparation of DCPs for all Mughal and Colonial
buildings before undertaking any conser vation
works.

The CCMP, DCPs and other documentation reports
must be read in conjunction with each other as they
are correlated.

The methodology for preparing the CCMP has been
described in section ‘Part 6A’ and for the DCP in
section ‘Part 6B’.
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PART 6A: COMPREHENSIVE

CONSERVATION

MANAGEMENT PLAN  (CCMP)

6.1A Research

Extensive archival research was carried out over the
entire duration of the project by a team of historians
and conservation architects.

The archival research  included studies of:

• memoirs of Mughal emperors and accounts
by court historians;

• accounts of European travelers who visited
India during the construction period of the Red Fort
as well as of later visitors to the Fort complex;

• accounts of the period of colonial occupation
of the Fort complex;

• references to buildings, open spaces and
gardens in literature and poetry;

• paintings of Mughal and colonial periods
depicting the various buildings and open spaces
within the Fort complex;

• drawings of the late Mughal and colonial
period showing changes made to the buildings and
open spaces;

• photographs of the early twentieth century in
various archival records;

• record of interventions made by the ASI
starting from the late nineteenth century.

Secondary sources included works of scholars who
have written extensively on the Red Fort. These
prov ided  in te rpre t a t ions  r ang ing  f rom the
symbolisms to the physical form and layout of the
buildings and open spaces. Information was also
gathered on the role of the site in the various periods
of history. This research established that the Red
Fort and the Sal imgarh fort  are indisputably
monuments of national significance and icons of
the India’s freedom movement.
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6.2A Survey

The project required numerous types of surveys to
be undertaken. These included total station survey
(physical survey) , inventories (building and open
space surveys),visitor and user need surveys, surveys
to assess the engineering systems (electrical, public
health, safety and security), surveys of the space usage
(Fort precinct studies), etc. These have been briefly
explained in the following sections of the document.

6.2.1A Total Station Survey

Total station survey was undertaken of the Fort
complex and the buffer zone. The two survey maps
were integrated into one base map which provides
comprehensive base information for the multi
disciplinary team. The layers of information in these
maps include footprint of built fabric, vegetation,
topographical details (contours and spot levels),
services, pathways and road networks, open drains,
etc.
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6.2.2A Inventories (building and open

space surveys)

Research and fieldwork was compiled into two
inventories: one for the historic built fabric and the
other for the open spaces. The database of the
historic buildings has been called the ‘Historic

Building Information System’ (HBIS) while that
of open spaces is called the ‘Open Space Inventory’

(OSI). The aim of the comprehensive survey was to
ensure that the conservation plan evolved in a
scientific manner.

The conservation plan is based
on  an  eva lua t ion  of  the
significance of the buildings and
open spaces, their condition and
numerous other factors which
are incorporated in the inventory
form. The forms have been
described in the sub sections i
and ii given below.

For the purpose of survey,
documentation and organization
of information the Red Fort has
been divided into numerous
precincts. These precincts are
s i x t een  in  number  and  a re
delineated by the metalled roads.

The HBIS is the database of all
built features as recorded in the
CCMP Map 2006. The 1850 plan
was taken as the base document
to identify the various spaces as
they existed in the Mughal and
l a t e  Mugha l  pe r iod .  The
bui ldings and structures are
approximately 500 in number and
are  c lass i f i ed  in  three  t ime
periods, the Mughal (43) (1638-
1856), colonial (64) (1857-1947)
and post- independence (360)
(1948- 2004).

Figure 6.2: Precincts
delineated within the
Red Fort for the survey
of historic buildings,
CCMP Map 2006
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Figure 6.3a: Pre Mughal buildings in the
Red Fort, CCMP, Map, 2006
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Figure 6.3b: Extant Mughal buildings in the Red Fort, CCMP, Map, 2006
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Figure 6.3c: Late Mughal buildings in the
Red Fort; CCMP, Map, 2006
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BLDG NAME
PRESENT
NAME

BUILT BY
PERIOD OF 
CONSTRUCTION

ARCHITECTURAL 
TYPOLOGY

M/01/LG Lahori Gate Shahjahan 1656 AD Gateway

M/02/LG Barbican of 
Lahore Gate Aurangzeb 1658 – 1707A.D. Enclosure wall with gateway

M/03/LG

Bridge in front of 
Lahore Gate, 
West Entry (Main 
Entry)

Akbar Shah II 1811 AD Bridge

M/04/CB Chhatta Bazaar / 
Meena Bazaar Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Covered Market

M/05/NK Naubat Khana Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Gateway
M/07/DA Diwan-i-Aam Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Pavilion
M/09/RM Rang Mahal Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Pavilion
M/10/SB Shah Burj Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Burj ( Tower)

M/11/SB
Pavilion at 
Southern end of 
Shah Burj

Aurangzeb 1658-1707 AD Pavilion

M/15/SP Sawan Pavilion Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Pavilion

M/16/ZM Zafar Mahal Bahadur Shah 
Zafar 1842 A.D Pavilion

M/17/BP Bhadon Pavilion Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Pavilion

M/18/HM Hira Mahal Bahadur Shah 
Zafar 1844 A.D Pavilion

M/19/H Hammam Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Bath Rooms and Pleasure 
Rooms

M/20/MOM Moti Masjid Aurangzeb 1639- 1648 A.D Mosque (Prayer hall)
M/21/DK Diwan-i-Khas Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Pavilion
M/23/MB Musamman Burj Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Pavilion

M/24/KM Khas Mahal Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Pavilion

M/25/MM Mumtaz Mahal Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Pavilion

M/26/AB Asad burj / Lion’s 
tower Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Tower / burj

M/27/DG Delhi Gate Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Gateway

M/28/DG Barbican Delhi 
Gate Aurangzeb Not Available Enclosure wall with gateway

M/29/DG Bridge in front of 
Delhi Gate Bridge

M/33/FWS/01 Fort wall segment 
no.1 Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Fortification wall

M/33/FWS/02 Fort wall segment 
no.2 Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Fortification wall

Not Available

Mughal Buildings
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M/33/FWS/03 Fort wall segment 
no.3 Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Fortification wall

M/33/FWS/04 Fort wall segment 
no.4 Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Fortification wall

M/33/FWS/05 Fort wall segment 
no.5 Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Fortification wall

M/33/FWS/06 Fort wall segment 
no.6 Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Fortification wall

M/33/FWS/07 Fort wall segment 
no.7 Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Fortification wall

M/33/FWS/08 Fort wall segment 
no.8 Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Fortification wall

M/33/FWS/09 Salimgarh fort 
wall segment no.9 Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Fortification wall

M/33/FWS/10 Fort wall segment 
no.10 Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Fortification wall

M/33/FWS/11 Fort wall segment 
no.11 Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Fortification wall

M/33/FWS/12
Salimgarh fort 
wall segment 
no.12

Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Fortification wall

M/33/FWS/13 Fort wall segment 
no.13 Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Fortification wall

M/33/FWS/14 Fort wall segment 
no.14 Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Fortification wall

M/33/FWS/15 Fort wall segment 
no.15 Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Fortification wall

M/33/FWS/16 Fort wall segment 
no.16 Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Fortification wall

M/33/FWS/17 Fort wall segment 
no.17 Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Fortification wall

M/33/FWS/18 Fort wall segment 
no.18 Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Fortification wall

M/41/AB Asad Burj Water 
Gate

Aurangzeb Not Available Water Gate

M/42/AB Asad Burj Baoli Shahjahan 1639- 1648 A.D Stepped well/Baoli
M/43/BA Afghani Baoli Unknown Pre Mughal Stepped well/Baoli

M/SG/FWS/01 Salimgarh fort 
wall segment no.1

Islam Shah Sur/ 
Salim Shah A.D 1545-1554 Fortification wall

M/SG/FWS/02 Salimgarh fort 
wall segment no.2

Islam Shah Sur/ 
Salim Shah A.D 1545-1554 Fortification wall

VI-10
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M/SG/FWS/03 Salimgarh fort 
wall segment no.3

Islam Shah Sur/ 
Salim Shah A.D 1545-1554 Fortification wall

M/SG/FWS/04 Salimgarh fort 
wall segment no.4

Islam Shah Sur/ 
Salim Shah A.D 1545-1554 Fortification wall

M/SG/FWS/05 Salimgarh fort 
wall segment no.5

Islam Shah Sur/ 
Salim Shah A.D 1545-1554 Fortification wall

M/SG/FWS/06 Salimgarh fort 
wall segment no.6

Islam Shah Sur/ 
Salim Shah A.D 1545-1554 Fortification wall

M/SG/FWS/07 Salimgarh fort 
wall segment no.7

Islam Shah Sur/ 
Salim Shah A.D 1545-1554 Fortification wall

M/SG/FWS/08 Salimgarh fort 
wall segment no.8

Islam Shah Sur/ 
Salim Shah A.D 1545-1554 Fortification wall

M/SG/FWS/09 Salimgarh fort 
wall segment no.9

Islam Shah Sur/ 
Salim Shah A.D 1545-1554 Fortification wall

M/SG/FWS/10
Salimgarh fort 
wall segment 
no.10

Islam Shah Sur/ 
Salim Shah A.D 1545-1554 Fortification wall

M/SG/FWS/11
Salimgarh fort 
wall segment 
no.11

Islam Shah Sur/ 
Salim Shah A.D 1545-1554 Fortification wall

M/SG/FWS/12
Salimgarh fort 
wall segment 
no.12

Islam Shah Sur/ 
Salim Shah A.D 1545-1554 Fortification wall

M/SG/FWS/13
Salimgarh fort 
wall segment 
no.13

Islam Shah Sur/ 
Salim Shah A.D 1545-1554 Fortification wall

M/SG/FWS/14
Salimgarh fort 
wall segment 
no.14

Islam Shah Sur/ 
Salim Shah A.D 1545-1554 Fortification wall

M/SG/FWS/15
Salimgarh fort 
wall segment 
no.15

Islam Shah Sur/ 
Salim Shah A.D 1545-1554 Fortification wall
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Figure 6.4: Colonial buildings in the Red Fort; CCMP, Map, 2006
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BLDG NAME PRESENT NAME
PERIOD OF 
CONSTRUCTION

ARCHITECTURAL 
TYPOLOGY

B/I/01 TRIPLE STORIED 
BARRACK 1868 AD Triple Storied Barrack

B/II/01               TRIPLE STORIED 
BARRACK Not available Triple Storied Barrack

B/II/02      TRIPLE STORIED 
BARRACK 1868 AD Triple Storied Barrack

B/II/03               TRIPLE STORIED 
BARRACK Not available Triple Storied Barrack

B/IV/01               TWO STORIED 
BARRACK Not available Two Storied Barrack

B/IV/02                TWO STORIED 
BARRACK Not available Two Storied Barrack

B/IV/03 GARAGE  British period Garage

B/V/01 ASAD BURJ BATTERY 19th century Stores/ Godown

B/V/02                ASI DELHI CIRCLE 
OFFICE Not available Quarter

B/V/03                BARRACK Not available Two Storied Barrack

B/V/04 PILLARS Not available Pillars

B/V/07                ASI DELHI CIRCLE 
OFFICE Not available Quarter

B/VI/01 KITCHEN Not available Kitchen

B/VI/02 DINING HALL Early 20th century (tentative) Hall

B/VI/03 WHITE BELT JCO'S CLUB Early 20th century (tentative) Single Storied Barrack

B/VI/04 …… Early 20th century (tentative)

B/VII/01                BARRACK  1861 AD Two Storied Barrack

B/VII/02 AMMUNITION STORE Not available Stores/ Godown

Colonial Buildings
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B/VII/03 AMMUNITION STORE  Mid 20th century Stores/ Godown

B/VII/04             QUARTER Not available Quarter

B/VII/05                QUARTER Mid 20th century Residential Quarter

B/VII/06               QUARTER Mid 20th century Residential Quarter

B/VII/07                QUARTER Mid 20th century Residential Quarter

B/VII/08                QUARTER Mid 20th century Residential Quarter

B/VIII/01               BUNGALOW Not available Bungalow

B/VIII/02              BUNGALOW Not available Bungalow

B/VIII/03              QUARTER Not available Quarter

B/IX/01               BARRACK Not available Single Storied Barrack

B/X/01 BUNGALOW 19th Century- Early 20th century Bungalow

B/XI/01 STORE Late 19th century Store

B/XI/02 BUNGALOW Late 19th century Bungalow

B/XI/FWS/01             FORT WALL SEGMENT Not available Boundary wall/ Fort wall

B/XII/01 QUARTER Not available Quarter

B/XII/FWS/01 FORT WALL SEGMENT Not available Boundary wall/ Fort wall

B/XIII/01 …… Not available Quarter

B/XIV/01               CANTEEN Not available Quarter

B/XV/01 MES POWER HOUSE Not available Power house
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B/XVI/01                    ……
Late 19th century Two Storied Barrack

B/XVI/02 …… 19th century Two Storied Barrack

B/XVI/03 …… Not available Quarter

B/XVI/04               …… 19th century Barrack

B/XVI/05                    …… Early 20th century. Quarter

B/XVI/06 ……
Early 20th century (probably) Quarter

B/SG/01 CISF MESS Not available Mess

B/SG/02 CISF UNIT QUARTER  British period Garage

B/SG/03 SQUARE SHELTER  British period Quarter

B/SG/04 SUB SCRAP STORE  British period Expense Magazine

B/SG/05 COLONIAL GARAGE/ 
CISF BARRACK  British period Garage

B/SG/06 SALIMGARH GATEWAY  British period Gateway

B/SG/07 Exhibition gallery INA 1916 AD Guard room

B/SG/08 …… Not available Guard room

B/SG/09 BATTERY EXPENSE 
MAGAZINE  British period Magazine

B/SG/10 JAIL 1857-1957 AD Jail

B/SG/11 Exhibition gallery INA Not available Room

B/SG/12 EXPENSE MAGAZINE  British period Magazine
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Figure 6.5: Modern buildings in the Red
Fort; CCMP, Map, 2006
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The open spaces and gardens of the Mughal period
were completely transformed during the colonial
period when large areas within the Fort complex were
demolished and these altered spaces continue to be
maintained in a similar form. Twenty seven spaces
were identified based on a study of the 1850 map
and further over laying this map on the CCMP map
of 2006. These spaces have been numbered as I
through XXVII and comprise, royal Mughal gardens
(Hyatt Baksh, Mehtab Bagh), public chowks (Naubat
Khana chowk, royal spaces (Diwan-i-Am chowk),
linear spaces/streets (Rastah Salimgarh), market
squares ( Chatta Chowk), etc.

S.No Precinct No. Name

1. I Lahori Darwaza

2. II Chhatta Chowk

3. III Bagichah

4. IV Zinat mahal area

5. V Baoli

6. VI Rastah Salimgarh

7. VII Bagichah

8. VIII Makan Badshah area

9. IX Bagichah

10. X Hayat baksh bagh

11. XI Mahtab bagh

12. XII Chhobi masjid area

13. XIII Naqqar khana forecourt

14. XIV Chowk Diwan e aam

15. XV Diwan e khas forecourt

16. XVI Rangmahal forecourt

17. XVII Chhota Rangmahal forecourt

18. XVIII Seraglio area

19. XIX Masjid bagichah

20. XX Baradari area

21. XXI Nazarat bagichah

22. XXII Courtyard garden

23. XXIII Chandni mahal bagh

24. XXIV Jahan Kharu bagh

25. XXV Bagichah

26. XXVI Bazar Dihli Darwaza

27. XXVII Dihli Darwaza
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Figure 6.6: Open spaces in the Red Fort, CCMP Map 2006 overlaid on 1850 Map
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I.      Lahori Darwazah
II.      Chhatta Chowk
III. Bagichah
IV. Zinat mahal area
V.      Boli
VI. Rstah Salimgarh
VII. Bagichah
VIII. Makn Bdshah area
IX. Bgichah Jahngir
X.      Hayt Baksh bagh
XI. Mahtb bagh
XII. Chhobi masjid area
XIII. Naqqr Khana forecourt
XIV. Chowk Diwn e m
XV. Diwn e Khs forecourt
XVI. Rang Mahal forecourt
XVII.Chhota Rang Mahal
XVIII. Seraglio area
XIX. Masjid bagichah
XX. Baradari area
XXI. Nazrat bagichah
XXII. Courtyard garden
XXIII. Chndni Mahal bagh
XXIV. Jahn Khru bagh
XXV.           Bagichah
XXVI. Bazaar Dilli    Darwazah
XXVII.    Dihli Darwazah
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The information in the HBIS and OSI contain
information collected through archival research and
fieldwork. This information enables the following:

• An understanding of the history of the Fort
complex.

• An understanding of various typologies of
open spaces and buildings as they existed in the
Mughal and the later periods.

• An understanding of the chronology of
events that have shaped the buildings and spaces.

• An under s t and ing  o f  the  va r ious
components of each building and open space.

• An understanding of the meanings and
intents of the various buildings and spaces and of
the design principles that were used in their planning.

• An unders t and ing  o f  the  na ture  o f
transformations the buildings and spaces have
undergone over the various periods of their  history.

• An understanding of the physical layering of
the various interventions in the buildings and spaces
over the last three centuries.

• An understanding of the significance of
individual buildings and spaces in each of the
historical phases, i.e., the Mughal period, late Mughal
period, the colonial period, and post colonial phase.

• An understanding of the spaces and buildings
in order to decide on the nature and levels of
conservation interventions possible and necessary in
these buildings and open spaces.  This would depend
primarily on which aspects of each built component
and space  would  need to  be  conserved and
highlighted.

• An unders tand ing  of  the  s ta te  of  the
buildings and therefore the urgency for conservation
intervention.

• An exploration of the possibility of retrieving
the physical forms in keeping with the original intent
of the designer.

• An assessment of the building for possible
future use by setting thresholds for of acceptable
levels of intervention or change.

• Development of the maintenance systems.

i: Historic Building Information System

The HBIS database contains archival information,
description of the building and the embellishments,
i ts  present  s tate  of conservat ion,  ana ly t ica l
informat ion,  broad based recommendat ions ,
information on the current maintenance practices,
date of survey, name of the surveyor and photo
documentation. The archival information has been
gathered and collated by a team of historians.
Fieldwork for the the architectural description and
the condition description has been undertaken by
a team of architects and conservation architects.
Description and assessment of embellishments,
structural condition and engineering services was
undertaken and col la ted by specia l i s ts— art
conservators, structural engineers, plumbing and
public heath engineers, electrical engineers.

The archival information helps in the assessment
of significance of the building. The values and
condition of the structure  are the principle
parameters  for recommendations for conservation.
They help determine whether or not the building
can  be put to any use.  This information is valuable
for the phasing of the conservation activities.

The HBIS contains the first level of information
required for  documentation for the preparation of
the Detai l  conservation plans. This has been
demonstrated in the Detail Conservation Plans
prepared for the five buildings — Lahori Gate,
Chatta Bazaar, Naubat Khana, Diwan-i-Am and
Rang Mahal.
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Historic Building Information System __ _  THE RED FORT

1. IDENTIFICATION

1.1 Number CCMP No. (2006):

HUDCO/ASI inventory no (2004):

The CCMP number is the number given to the building as part of this survey
work. Each building has its own unique identification number. The Mughal
buildings are in the M series; the colonial in the B series; the post-independence
in the NS series. The HUDCO/ASI inventory number is from  listing
undertaken by ASI and HUDCO in 2004. This would enable cross-referencing
of the data.

1.2 Name (WITH REFERENCES AND SOURCES)

Present name/s:

MES reference no.:

HUDCO/ASI inventory no:

Any other name:

The name of the building as known today especially the Mughal buildings, and
the MES reference number is mainly for the colonial and modern structures
which were part of the army-occupied area. This has not been filled in the
present database as the records with the Army have not been accessed but
would be useful when more research is undertaken on the colonial and the
new structures. There are two more spaces where names can be recorded which
could be names in archival references or given by communities.

1.3 Reference numbers:

a) Precinct No. :

b ) Open Space No.:

c) Activity No.:

These are necessary for planning purposes. The data was used by the specialist
consultants to prepare the conservation and the revitalization plan for the
Fort complex. These numbers are used by the various specialists in the planning
team each viewing the same resource but from different perspectives.
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 1.4 Location (Approach/Orientation):

The location of the building or the structure in the context of the distinct
features of the site namely landmark buildings, road or pathways, as well as
the orientation of the building has been described in this part.

2. TYPOLOGY

Structural:

  The structural typology is an indication of the structural system of the building.

Architectural:

The architectural typology is an indication of the architecture type of the building

3. BUILT BY:

The name of the patron builder is written in this section. This is necessary to
assess the significance of the building or the structure.

4. OWNERSHIP:

Building or structure ownership is mentioned in this section. This is among the
first pieces of information necessary for the management plan.

5. PERIOD/TIME/DATE OF CONSTRUCTION: (WITH
REFERENCE AND SOURCE)

This historical information is necessary to assess the significance of the building
from the perspective of its antiquity and whether it belongs to the original
design scheme or is a later addition.  The source of this information is included
in this section to establish the authenticity of the building, feature etc.

6. DESCRIPTION

6.1.1: HISTORICAL (WITH REFERENCE AND SOURCE)

This information was sourced from archival records. A list of reference material
was developed after discussions with historians of Mughal history. This list
included primary and secondary sources. The material was researched
chronologically. Urdu and Persian sources were also researched inaddition to
English sources. The text inserted in the form is verbatim from the sources
and includes full reference details (author, publisher, year, page numbers).
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6.1.2: BUILDING HISTORY

Building Use (ARCHIVAL)

Usage

S. No. Date Use (in receding timeline) 

The information on the use of the building is written in chronological order.
This helps on several levels. While on the one hand it indicates the original
use of the building, on the other it gives an idea of how the building has been
used over time. This information can also help in assessing the significance
of the building and throw light on any misuse and therefore decay patterns.

6.1.3:  ADDITION AND ALTERATION (ARCHIVAL)

Addition and Alteration 

S.  No. Date Description

The management of the Fort complex has changed hands manys times. It is
clear that during the colonial period the buildings were used in ways quite
different from the original intent. These reuses led to changes being made to
the buildings. This section gives chronological information on additions made
to the buildings as mentioned in the archival sources.

6.1.4: ASSOCIATION/ EVENTS (ARCHIVAL)

Association

S.  No. Date Description

Having been the seat of Mughal power from the 17th century till the advent of
the Colonial rule in the 19th century, the Fort complex  was witness to numerous
significant political events. This gives the buildings and open spaces in the
Fort complex immense associational value. Some of these events led to changes
in the historic fabric—for instance decorations were added, new buildings were
built etc. This section lists events in chronological order from archival sources.

6.2: CONSERVATION INTERVENTIONS (ARCHIVAL)

S. No. Date Intervention

The Fort complex has a history of conservation interventions which were
undertaken periodically after the inception of the ASI in the beginning of the
20th century. This information is available in archaeological records and has
been organized in this section in a chronological order. This information is
important to understand the state of preservation of the building and to be
able to distinguish between original materials and materials introduced later as
part of conservation and repair efforts.
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7: ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION (SITE
OBSERVATION)

7.1: Summary of architectural description (BUILDING AS A
WHOLE):

(Overall image / form (of the plan, broad principles of form and design);
Spatial planning (overall and floor wise); Elevations (Top to bottom, North/
East/ South/ West); Structural System/ Material/ Decorative features/
Additions.) Use standardized glossary

This section contains summarized information on the architecture as it exists
today. The order of the information is prescribed to be given from  whole to
part, from the spatial planning and overall form of the building to individual
elevations followed by construction materials and structural system.

7.2: Special Attributes (decorative features) description

(BUILDING AS A WHOLE):

(Use standardised glossary of this project)

Here the  decorative features are described in summary. Since these special
attributes require art conservators for their conservation, this section has been
filled by the art conservators who were part of the project team.

7.3: Architectural description details:

This section contains floorwise information on the building. Each floor of the
four elevations is described here.

Name of the Structure

Number of Floors

Plan Form

Outer dimensions

7.3.1: Elevations: Exterior

i: North

Ground:

First:

Second/ Terrace:

ii: East

Ground:

First:
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Second/ Terrace:

iii: South

Ground:

First:

Second/ Terrace:

iv: West

Ground:

First:

Second/ Terrace:

7.3.2: Interior: Floor Number_______ ___________

In this section each component or aspect of the interior is described, the materials
used are listed and additions and alterations noted. Sorting the information
about historic from later additions and alterations is necessary to make a clear
assessment of the state of conservation of the original fabric of the building.

Floor NumberDescription Material used Addition/Alteration

i Supporting /Spanning system

ii Openings

iii Roofing system

iv Flooring system

v Decorative Features

Description Material  used Addition/Alteration

i Columns (capitals, shafts, bases)

ii Beams/ Brackets

iii Chajja

iv Screens
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v Battlements

vi Ceiling

vii Inlay work

viii  Paintings

ix  Inscriptions

x  Minarets

xi  Plinth details

xii   Any other feature

7.3.3: Interior: First Floor

7.3.4: Interior: Second Floor

8. CONDITION OBSERVATION:

8.1: Summary of Condition Description (Architecture)

The condition of the building is summarized in this section and all the forms
of decay are listed. This would include structural problems, later additions
and alterations, vegetation growth as well as surface decay.

8.2: Summary of Condition Description (Decorative Features):

The condition of the decorative features is summarized in this section. This
information has been filled by art conservators.
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8.3 Use and Addition/Alteration analysis

8.3.1: Building Use

S. No. Location/
Reference

number

Use Description Compatible/
Incompatible

The building use as seen on the site is included in this section. A single building
could be in use by multiple stakeholders. Or being used by a single stakeholder
for a variety of purposes- for example the ground and first floors of the
Naubat Khana are being used by the ASI as its site office within which there
are dry uses and wet uses. The second floor of the same building is being used
by ASI as a museum. The implications of each of these uses are different on
the historic building and therefore detailled information has been provided.

8.3.2: Addition/Alteration

S.

No.

Location/
Reference
number

Addition/Alteration

(Description)

Sensitive/Insensitive

The use to which a building is put can entail additions or alterations to the
structure. This information is given in this section alongside an evaluation of
additions/alterations as sensitive or insensitive. This evaluation is necessary
for conservation planning as it would in most cases be expedient to remove
any insensitive interventions.

8.4: Condition description details:

The floor-wise condition of each of the façades is described in this section.
Issues have been prioritized in the order in which they need to be addressed.
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8.4.1 Elevations: Exterior

i: North

Description Recommendation/Priority

Floor: Ground

Floor: First 

Floor: Second/Terrace 

ii: East

Description Recommendation/Priority

Floor: Ground

Floor: First 

Floor: Second/Terrace 

   iii:  South 

Description Recommendation/Priority

Floor: Ground

Floor: First 

Floor: Second/Terrace 

iv: West

Description Recommendation/Priority

Floor: Ground

Floor: First 

Floor: Second/Terrace 
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8.4.2: Interior: Floor Number: Ground

The condition of each of the components of the interior of the buildings and
the location of problems is given in this section. Issues have been prioritized in
the order in which they need to be addressed.

Architectural features:

Floor
Number

Description Location
reference

Recommendation/
Priority

i Supporting
/Spanning
system

ii Openings

iii Ceiling

iv Flooring

Decorative Features
Floor number Description Location

reference
Recommendation/
Priority

i Columns

(Capitals,
shafts, bases) 

ii Beams/
brackets

iii Chajja

iv Screens

v Battlements

vi Ceiling

vii Inlay work

viii Paintings

ix Inscriptions

x Minarets

xi Plinth details

xii Any other
feature

8.4.3: Interior: Floor Number: First

The following is a tabulated analysis of the buildings in the Fort complex  On the basis of this analysis
recommendation for conservation and phasing have been  made.
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8.5: Evaluation/Recommendation

8.5.1: Significance Evaluation

1 Historical value Unique Average None
2 Associational value Unique Average None
3 Architectural value Spatial

Character
Contextual
location

Hampers
Architectural
characters of
site

4 Artistic value
(Decorations/

embellishments)

Unique Average None

5 Educational value Unique Average None
6 Visibility / Locational

value
High Medium Low

1. Historical value has been  rated as ‘unique’,
‘average’ and ‘none’. Though this is a simplified way
of assessing value, it was considered important to
do so. The buildings built during Mughal rule have
been rated as of unique historic value, the Colonial
period bui ldings as average,  and the modern
buildings as of no historic value.

2. Associational value too has been rated as
‘unique’ ,  ‘average’ and ‘none’.  Buildings with
associations with the Mughals, and those which have
been the venue of significant historic events (for
instance the trial and imprisonment of Azad Hind
Fauj soldiers during the national freedom movement)
have been rated as of unique value.

3. Architectural value:  Multiple criteria were
used to assess the architectural value of buildings.
Given that the site has buildings which belong to
three period, Mughal, Colonial and modern, the
architectural value of buildings was determined by
its authenticity; whether it is representative of  a
certain style, its contribution to an understanding
of a particular  period of architecture, its context
in relation to the earlier layers of history  (whether
it disturbs the architectural or the spatial character
of an important component of the site).

4. Artistic value:  The artistic value of buildings
was based on a survey and assessment of extant
decorative features of all buildings.  Decorative
elements need not be from the original period of
construction of a building to receive a ‘unique’
rating.  For example, the ceiling of the Diwan-i-
Khas classified as having ‘unique’ value even though
it was introduced in the British period

5. Educational value,  too is not entirely
dependent on the ant iqui ty  of the bui lding.
Buildings from all layers of history— Mughal,
colonial and modern—have educational value and
the re fo re  need  to  co l l e c t i ve l y  i n fo rm the
interpretation plan of the site. The buildings of each
of the historic layers are connected to each other
through a narrative.

6. Locational value can be understood in
different ways. On the one hand it may be the
visibility of the building due to its presence in a key
area of visitor movement, (for instance in the areas
currently visited by the tourists, on the other hand it
could be its future  visibility when the entire fort
may be accessible to the visitors.  Later would also
rate high on locational value.
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8.5.2:
Building Condition
Assessment

S.No. Criteria/Parameter Status

7 State of conservation
(structural)

Serious
state of
decay

Average
state

Satisfactory

8 Surface condition
(including decorative /
ornamental  features)

Serious
state of
decay

Average
state

Satisfactory

8.5.3: Recommendation

1 Recommendation Retain Optional Demolish
Yes Yes2 Utility

No No
Not
applicable

8.5.3: Phasing

Phasing Short
term
(0-2 years)

S Medium
term
(3-7 years)

M Long term
(8-10 years)

L

Recommendations have been made in the first category for retaining a building,
in the second category is the option of retaining  or demolishing it; and in the
last for demolishing it. While all buildings with high value are to be retained,
in the case of buildings which do not undermine the architectural or spatial
value there is the option of retaining or removing them; and buildings of no
value and in which also mar the  spatial character of the site, or are in extremely
poor condition, or will hamper future conservation work are recommended to
be demolished.

9.0: Material investigation

S. No. Reference No. Material Test Recommended

The material investigation form is to be filled at the time of the preparation
of the detailled conservation plan. This has been done for the five Mughal
buildings on the central axis for which these plans have been prepared.
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10: MAINTENANCE SYSTEM: (INTERVIEW WITH
ASI/ SITE MANAGERS AND THE GROUND STAFF)

10.1: Name/ Designation

10.2: Routine cleaning (tools/periodicity, etc.):

10.3: Procedures:

10.4: Personnel (with qualification):

10.5: Any other

Since only the Mughal buildings in the designated ‘Archaeological Area’ are
maintained actively, information on the current maintenance system has been
given only for these.

11: BIBLIOGRAPHY

S. No. Library/Collection Catalogue no. Book title, author, publisher, year 

12: DRAWINGS AND PHOTOGRAPHS 

S. No. Collection/Archive Catalogue/

Reference no.

Description

13: NAME OF RESEARCHER/S

S. No. Name Qualification

14: NAME OF BUILDING SURVEYOR:

15: DATE OF SURVEY:

The data in sections 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 are self explanatory. 

All this information is organized in the GIS database in a manner that the
buildings can be sorted through queries for closer examination of the buildings
for the required interventions.

The database is linked to the base map (CCMP map 2006). This is a dynamic
process, through which, the site managers can periodically augment information,
undertake analytical studies and use the database as a tool for site management.

The information generated in the DCP is not linked to this database yet. This
can be done when the conservation commences and the data and format in
which it needs to be organized is determined.
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ii Inventory of  Open spaces and

Historic gardens

As ment ioned ear l i e r  the  open spaces  were
identified by overlaying the CCMP map 2006 over
the map of AD1850. Twenty-seven open spaces
have been ident i f ied inc luding gardens .  The
preparation of the inventories of historic gardens
and open spaces was a challenge since most of the
spaces have been extensively transformed and bear
no resemblance to the original form. For example,
a royal garden has over time become a parade
ground; a chowk is fractured and has become a road
intersection. The planting pattern too is completely
obscured by insensitive planting. The design of the
inventory has been explained in detail to highlight
the challenge for conservation of open spaces.

1. Name

The name is necessary for identif icat ion and
reference.  The name also often conveys historical
information about the owner of the building and
its user or usage, e.g. Jehangiri Bagicha, Diwan-i-
Am forecourt.

The current name records how the open space is
known today.  It may have had two names if
occupied by two persons.  The property would also
have been known by different names in history.  The
names  a r e  a r r anged  chrono log i ca l l y  go ing
backwards and assigning the year or period of
planning and construction in brackets if known.

2. Typology of Space

It was important to know the typology of the space
being described. Along with the type of space the
stylistic qualification is also given, e.g., whether it
was a chahar bagh or a garden laid out in the
p i c tu re sque  Eng l i sh  l andscape  s t y l e .   The
classification helps identify representative examples
of both open spaces,  garden types and their
frequency of occurrence within the Red Fort
complex to enable a comparative analysis at a later
stage.  It also helps to establish value thresholds,
e.g., if it is only one surviving open space of a type
or a garden of a type in the entire complex it would
get additional value than if it were to be one of
several  exist ing not only within the Fort but

elsewhere in the region too. The classification of an
open space or garden is based on types, described by
the form and function of the open space or garden.
The open space and gardens are further classified by
period of construction and style.  Groups of open
spaces and gardens with similar characteristics qualify
as a type.  An open space and garden type is defined
through a collection of distinguishing characteristics
of the space related to function, size, or association
with a building type.

3. Location

Locating the open spaces is necessary so that the
space can later be identified for intervention.

4.  Area

The open spaces were measured in acres, hectares or
square metres.  It was also important to record any
historical evidence its size so as to map out the
changes  in  boundar i e s  and  r ecord  the
transformations in them.

5. Ownership/ Protection

Ident i fy ing  the  owner/s  i s  very  cr i t i ca l  for
conservation of the site since it identifies the main
person/persons who need to be approached for
conservation intervention.

6.  Historical Data

Chronological details help in arriving at the specific
cultural, social, economic and political conditions
of open spaces and gardens over time as also of
their significance at a given period in time.  Open
spaces and gardens are often constructed over a
number of years and have additions or alterations
made to them in subsequent periods.  It was
important to record all this as well as the year or
decade of establishment of the major framework
of the open spaces and gardens as they exist today.
I f subs tan t i a l  add i t ions  o r  changes  were
incorporated subsequently then their period of
establ i shment  has  a lso been recorded.   The
description has been  recorded as a monarchical
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era or as an association with a significant person
linked with that space or garden.  The significant
parts or phases of development are dated along with
the history of management, maintenance and repairs.
History of the space includes tangible as well as
intangible evidence.

7. Usage/User Profile

An account of the past and present user profile and
evidence for these interpretations was considered
necessary.  It was also very important to assess the
significance of the site in its historical and present-
day context.  It further helped identify the types of
stakeholders for subsequent action and their role
in the conservation of the open space and gardens.
Towards this end the historic spaces were visited at
different times of the day.  Community appreciation
of the space was also gauged by observing and
talking to the users.  It was noted whether they were
aware of the heritage aspects of the space and what
was it that they enjoyed about it, i.e., was it the
aesthetic quality that they valued or was it simply a
utilitarian response. It was also important to identify
the nature of activities and period and frequency
of usage to assess visitor impact as it helped identify
the compatible and incompatible uses as well as the
pressures on the open spaces.

8. Boundaries

The  s e t t i ng  o f boundar i e s  i s  c r i t i c a l  i n
understanding the changes and pressures the
historic spaces have undergone over time.  The
boundaries are indicated not as a dot or a point on
the plan but as the actual profile of the space, e.g.,
fence,  wal l ,  hedge.Where histor ic spaces got
subdivided over time, new and original boundaries
are  c lear ly  ident i f ied  on the  layout  p lan by
overlaying the CCMP map 2006 over the AD 1850
map.    The immediate surroundings are also
recorded to understand their impact on the space.

9.  Design Principles

A description of the setting, spatial layout, planting
pattern, plant material, garden and street furniture
and relat ionship with the architecture are al l

important in understanding the open spaces and how
they conform to a particular style.  The description
also gives an understanding of the evolution of styles
and the changes in the character of the spaces over
time.  This helps to establish the significance of the
open spaces and gardens.

9a. Spatial layout

The spaces have been described in terms of the
following aspects:

• their relationship with the setting;

• their shape;

• their scale;

• their socio-cultural attributes, i.e., private and
public, mardana, zenana areas;

• their order in the planning of the site, i.e.,
geometry, formal/informal, symmetry;

• the presence of any axes;

• visual manipulation such as foci, vistas,
enframed views, eye-stoppers;

• circulation routes such as carriageways,
driveways, pathways;

• topography such as sloping or flat and if it
has been modified by terracing;

• any remnants of former architectural features;

• use of other natural elements like water
bodies.

Open spaces and gardens in particular, are meant
to be a source of joy and a place for contemplation.
Therefore, the inventory has also recorded any
strong responses felt while looking at the garden
along with the elements that evoked such responses,
i.e., any sense of mystery or intrigue created by
spaces and plants, a sense of the past experienced
from the maturity and old-style features of the
garden, sensuous pleasure stimulated by fragrance
or awe felt in terms of scale and magnificence or
joy or wonder by the vibrancy of colour.
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9b.  Planting Pattern

The planting pattern has been recorded in terms of
plant forms such as trees, shrubberies, ground cover;
any visible planting system of formal or informal
layout; axes and vistas picked up by the planting; the
use of vegetation in any specific ways such as avenue
trees and  windbreaks; the relationship of the
planting patterns with the architecture; massing and
mixing of plant species; presence of orchards and
groves; colour compositions; special qualities like
fragrance.

9c.  Plant Material

Plant species have been recorded, in terms of their
age, size (canopy spread, trunk girth and height),
and vigour.  Whether the species were used in the
Mughal or later period, or are more contemporary
introductions is also recorded.  This information is
essential to help prepare a phasing-in and phasing-
out policy for the plant species with the ultimate
objective of restoring the original spatial quality to
the open spaces and gardens.  The inventory
included both the botanical name and common
name as the common name often finds mention in
local myths and oral history, while the botanical
name enables scientific recognition.

9d. Architecture/Structures within

The open spaces and gardens often are a part of or
coexist  with one or severa l  bui l t  s tructures .
Information on the architecture has been recorded
as it contributes to a better understanding of the
design principles of the open spaces and gardens.
The description focuses on the relationship of the
architecture with the space and records how the
structure is a part of the open space in terms of
siting, function, scale, form and aesthetics.

This information has also helped in understanding
how the spaces have changed in their spatial
re lat ionship with the archi tecture .  The bui l t
structures in the Red Fort complex  is not always
contemporaneous with the open spaces, and in most
cases have been constructed in later periods.

9e. Garden and street furniture

The inventory has recorded both historic and current
information about the various elements of street
and garden furniture such as entrance gates, fences
and railings, driveways, pathways and their surface
treatments, water features such as fountains and
channels.  Modern introductions such as electric
poles, telephone poles, manhole covers, etc. are also
documented.

10. Water System

The inventory has recorded sources of water supply
to the gardens, i.e., wells, baolis, municipal water.
All evidence of the historic water supply system
has been recorded and the extent to which it is
current ly  being used has a lso mapped.   The
objective here is to identify the water problems
related to quantity and quality based on visual
analysis and queries.  Lab tests of water samples
recommended by the service consultants have been
undertaken by ASI.   Information was gathered on
whether the sources of water are perennial or
seasonal, what are the mechanisms used for lifting
water, and of distributing water to planting beds,
fountains, tanks, etc.

The historical evidence related to material and
dimensions of pipes has also been documented.
Data on the contemporary condition pertain to the
quantum of water used, the water-table at the site,
and any seasonal variations in it, and quality of
water.   Other ecological data have also been
recorded such as the geological strata encountered
at the site, soil profile and the types of soil generally
found.

11. Condition

Based on the data collected, the condition of the
spaces has been mapped in terms of the various
aspects of its historicity.  The levels of condition
pertaining to historicity have been recorded as;
‘being intact’, ‘altered sympathetically’, ‘altered
unsympathetically’ and ‘completely altered’.  The
measures of physical conditions have been recorded
as ‘wel l  mainta ined’ , ‘ fa i r ly  mainta ined’  and
‘neglected’.  The parameters on which the historicity
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and physical condition are mapped are; setting,
integrity, spatial layout, planting pattern, plant
species, water system, garden furniture.

The condition assessment will help in formulating
the conservation policy and plan.

12. Threats to the space

The threats to the space have been recorded based
on the observations in the preceding sections.

13.  Features requiring immediate attention

Based on the data collected, features that need
immediate attention have been identified.

14.  Statement of significance

One of the key objectives of making the inventory
was to arrive at the nature of the significance of
each of the open spaces within the Fort complex.
The nature of significance has identified in terms
of historic significance, ecological significance,
cultural significance, architectural significance,
archaeological significance, aesthetic significance,
economic significance, scientif ic significance,
educa t iona l  s i gn i f i c ance  and  t echno log i ca l
significance.  The significance of each space has
been graded in terms of ‘exceptional’ ,  ‘high’,
‘moderate’, ‘little’ and ‘no value’.

iii. Inventory of Vegetation

Inventories prepared by the horticulture department
of the ASI provide a comprehensive database of the
plant material in the Fort complex. This is extremely
va luable  informat ion for  the preparat ion of
conservation plans for the open spaces and historic
gardens. It will help in making recommendations
for the phasing out of inappropriate vegetation.

The database falls under the following subheads:

1. Serial number

2. Typology

3. Legend

4. Botanical name

5. Common name

6. Age

7. Canopy spread

8. Height

9. Trunk

10. Girth

11. Vigour

12. Period
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iv User Need Surveys and

Stakeholder Consultation

A study of visitors’ responses was carried out in order
that user needs are fully identified in a participatory
manner. Questions regarding access, site information,
amenities, visitors’ comfort were asked in conjunction
with issues  of  mainta in ing the integr i ty  and
authenticity of the cultural fabric as well as the
interests of the local stakeholders.

The Fort complex is more than a local site – it is a
symbol of India’s independence and sovereignty,
and as such has an iconic significance for the
country. Thus, the management plan for the Fort
complex showcases the fort as a symbol of India’s
sovereignty. The findings of the study inform the
policy for interpretation and visitor management.

An interdisciplinary approach has been taken for
preparing the plan for improving users’ amenities.
The plan takes into account historical factors,
demographic profiles, cyclical and festive events,
daily usage, income generation potential, etc. The
need for training and capacity-building of the
stakeholders needs to be addressed through various
mediums such as using films, exhibitions, cultural
and academic events, craft workshops, etc.

List of stakeholders and caretakers:

1. ASI -Execu t i ve/ imp lementa t ion  s t a f f ;
Ins t i tu t e  o f  Archaeo logy  (management  and
students); SIS ; cleaning staff; contract labour; ticket
office; horticulture and museum staff.

2. Chatta Bazaar-Market Traders Association and
their support staff: cleaning staff, canteen staff, shop
assistants

3. Municipal Corporation of Delhi;

4. Jal Board;

5. BSES;

6. Tourists-Indian; foreign; tour operators;
guides

7. Central Industrial Security Force (CISF)

8. Indian Tourism Development Corporation
(ITDC)-senior management and the staff of the

Daawat restaurant.

9. Sulabh toilet complex

10. Delhi Police,

11. Delhi Traffic,

12. Indian Army and other national security
agencies.

The survey adopted a combination of participatory
research and consultations with representatives of
each stakeholder group in order to gauge their
needs vis-à-vis the space, and its current and
projected utilization.

The methodology used for eliciting stakeholder
responses was a combination of formal qualitative
research through a survey conducted by ORG
MARG, and interaction with members of the
stakeholder groups. The survey instrument was
evolved through close interaction between the
survey team and the project consultants. The survey
covered a total sample of 1000 respondents, 900
of which were tourists, Indian and foreign. The
remaining 100 respondents were shopkeepers of
Chatta Bazaar and some staff of the ASI.

Within each group, there were consultations across
both policy and operational levels, so as to get a
holistic idea of the multiple issues at these levels.
The action plan was developed by reconciling the
needs  and  conce rns  o f the  va r ious  use r/
stakeholder/caretaker groups.

Primary stakeholders: Those who are most closely
involved with the site, in terms of either depending
on it for their livelihoods or having the greatest
right of usage, e.g., tourists, shopkeepers, tourist
guides. Though they are among the more vulnerable
groups, they are at the same time the primary
beneficiaries of the potential of the area.

Secondary s takeholders :   Government of India,
international normative agencies like ICOMOS and
UNESCO, conservation and development bodies
and professional, educational institutions, etc.
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6.2.3A Usage Surveys

Several surveys were undertaken from the perspective
of current activity and use patterns, of both buildings
and open spaces. User need surveys and stakeholder
consultat ions were carried out simultaneously
(section 6.2.2 A -iv).

i Building Use

The objective of this study was to document the
usage of the various buildings in the Red Fort
complex so as to understand the current uses, user
types and the implication of the uses on the historic
built fabric and open spaces.

Those who are accountable for the management of
the site, i.e., the ASI, government agencies based on
the site, and those who provide services to the site
(MCD, BSES, Jal Board etc.), and also those involved
in maintenance (Sulabh etc.), are the caretakers of the
site.
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Figure 6.7:  Current Building Use Survey,
CCMP Map 2006
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ii Visitor Movement

A part of the site designated as ‘Archaeological Area’
is accessible by visitors. This area has mainly the royal
Mughal pavilions. Entry to the colonial buildings is
restricted. While visitors move through this area
appreciating the Mughal buildings, some of the open
spaces too can be used by them as rest areas (Rang
Mahal garden, Diwan-i-Khas forecourt and Hayat
Baksh garden).  The site has three active museums
housed in the Naubat Khana, Mumtaz Mahal and
one in a colonial barrack.

iii Visitor Amenities

The Red Fort complex has been provided with
numerous facilities addressing the needs of visitors.
Users were interviewed to assess whether the
amenities  were adequately meeting their needs and
expectations. It was important to locate these
amenities  to assess their impact on the historic
fabric (buildings, gardens and open spaces).

iv. Safety and Security

The safety and security of Red Fort complex is
addressed at three levels. The peripheral security is
overseen by a special battalion, while the entry and
exit points at Lahori Gate and Delhi Gate are
manned by Central Industrial Security Force (CISF).
Security and Intelligence Services (India) Ltd. (SIS),
a premier private security agency is hired by the
Archaeological Survey of India on contract for
internal visitor management including their safety
and security.

SIS staff is mainly responsible during visitors hours.
CISF is responsible for round the clock security.
There are approximately 280 members of the CISF
staff that are deployed at the Fort complex. Staff
of both agencies use numerous structures within
the Sa l imgarh fort  for  accommodat ion.  The
condition of the accommodation facility and the
operating environment of the security staff was
assess as part of the survey.
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6.2.4A Engineering Services

To prepare the CCMP it was critical to understand
the system of  the various services in the Fort
complex, especially of those aspects which have a
direct bearing on the state of  conservation of  the
historic built fabric. Many of  these services are also
linked to the presentation of the site and to visitor
needs. These services include public health and
sanitation (water supply, drainage, garden irrigation
and sewerage) and electrical system . The specialist
consultants were engaged to survey and assess these
systems, one, as they exists now, two, as they have
evolved since their conception,

i Public Health and Sanitation

The scope of work was to understand and ascertain
all issues relating to hydraulic engineering services,
namely, water supply, drainage, sewage, rainwater
harvesting and recycling systems. Inaddition to
gaining a functional understanding of  the services,
ecological concerns were also considered. The existing
condition of the following areas and structures was
assessed: built structures, formal open spaces, overall
external systems in the complex. There after data were
collated and studied at two levels:

1 :  At  the  l eve l  o f  the  en t i r e  fo r t
complex ,documenta t ion  and assessment  was
undertaken of the water supply system, garden
hydrant system, storm water drainage system, sewage
disposal system and channel system (in fountain
areas). Services were recorded on the following
parameters:

a. Present-day condition of  the extant services.

b. Identification of  the historic service systems.

c. Transformation of  the services over time.

d. Assessment regarding continued usage of the
system in its present form.

e. Assessment of the suitability of the system to
meet the requirements of the proposed plan.

2. At the level of individual historic buildings,
Mughal and Colonial buildings were assessed for
(i) the detrimental effects of water (seepage, chemical

act ion of  ground water/ ra inwater ,  s tagnant
water,rainwater drain-off), ( ii ) location of toilets,
drinking water facilities, any other service-provision;
(iii ) the state of existing sewage, drainage, water
supply, waterproofing systems within a building
where it is/may be considered as appropriate. (Refer:
SES Inventory and Assessment Report, May 2007)

The findings from the data has been structured to
enable a clear understanding of the many layers of
use, reuse, in certain cases, non-use of the various
engineering systems. The assessment is based on
visual survey and, specific tests may be undertaken
for further validation of  certain observations on a
need-to-know basis.
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BUILDING COMPONENT CONDITION ASSESSMENT - SANITARY ENGINEERING 
SERVICES 

Building Name:

No. / Ref. (As per CRCI 
Inventory): 

S. 
No. 

Services 
Component 

Location/ 
Identification 
Reference 

Description of  
Existing System 

Condition Remarks /  
Consultants 
comments 

1 WET AREAS 
1a Toilets / W.C's/ 

Urinals 

1b Drinking Water 
points 

1c Water air coolers 
1d Kitchen /pantry/sink 

2 SOIL/WASTE 
VERTICAL 
STACKS

2a Internal 

2b External 

3 WATER SUPPLY  
SYSTEM

3a Internal 

3b External 

4 DISPOSAL OF 
SEWAGE 

4a septic tank / soak 
pit 

4b External sewerage 
system 

5 DRAINAGE 
SYSTEM 

5a Terrace / roof 
drainage 

5b Rain water vertical 
stack 

5c Disposal of external  
system 

6 FIRE FIGHTING 
SYSTEM 

6a Portable 
extinguishers 

6b Others 

7 ADDITIONAL  
OBSERVATIONS 

8 DETAILS OF 
ENCLOSURES 
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ii Electrical Services:

A comprehensive study was carried out of the existing
electrical systems in the entire fort complex. The
system has developed over the decades, in stages, as
requ i red  and wi th  probably  no re levance  or
coordination with the layers. It was therefore
necessary to undertake a total survey of  the existing
power system from the point of receipt of power to
the utilisation points including distribution, cable
routings, etc. Further, the serviceability of  the
equipment on the site was assessed, especially of
those recommended to be retained. The final design
brief for the electrical system will be developed after
consultation on the draft plan with the various user
groups as well as the design consultants so that the
demands  of  p resen t  use  and  the  proposed
conservation management plan is addressed.

A concept layout plan for the electrical services will
be prepared, for the entire fort precincts. The plan
will indicate proposed substations, captive power
generation as required, power distribution system
and indicative cable routings. This plan will also
inc lude  ident i f i ca t ion  of  r edundant  cab le s ,
distribution equipment, etc. but will not detail or
quantify the same.
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The objective of this survey was to identify issues
related to visitor needs when they arrive at the parking
of the Red Fort complex if traveling in private
vehicles and from the point of disembarkation from
a public transport. The entire experience till they arrive
at the Lahori gate was documented and assessed. The
points of interest and discomfort were documented
so as to arrive at the proposals for the development
of the buffer zone. This to include  security, ticketing,
parking areas, pedestrian and vehicular movement
etc. Potential links and nodes from the Red Fort to
other important areas in the surrounding historical
areas were also assessed.

ii Historic Precinct

This is the urban area around the fort which has a
significant relation to the Red fort. The scope of
the survey included:

1. Identifying and documenting of projects and
activities that have direct/indirect impact on this
region.

2. Preliminary research and survey of the area
through  photograph ic  documenta t ion  and
information available from other agencies.

3. Defining of ‘criteria’ for demarcation of the
‘Red Fort Historic Precinct’.

This survey formed the base information to develop
a ‘concept plan’ for the defined region and identify
within it the urban fabric, green spaces and primary
buildings/structures of importance.
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 6.3A Investigation

On the basis of the open space inventories, three
c r i t i c a l  a r ea s  o f inves t i g a t ion ;  have  been
recommended ,  pa l aeobotan i ca l  s tud i e s ,
archaeological investigations and hydro geological
studies.  Due to the short time period in which the
CCMP was prepared it was not possible for the ASI
to undertake all the recommendation made for the
investigations. However GPR and archaeological
investigations were made in a select number of
areas namely the Mehtab bagh and the Naubat
Khana chowk. Extensive evidence of the Mughal
layer of buildings were found through both the
techn iques .  These  a re  r ecommended  to  be
undertaken in the prescribed areas when the CCMP
is being detailed for implementation.

6.3.1A Paleobotanical Studies

Palaeobotanical studies as an important part of
archaeobotany will provide information on plant
use and planting design practices of the past.  This
will be determined by an analysis of plant remains
found in archaeological soil deposits and other areas
that have the potential of preserving plant tissues.
The principal objective in undertaking these studies
and scientific analysis in the context of Fort
complex is to provide information on horticultural
ornamentation in the gardens spaces.

The macro-remains of plant species and pollen
collected as part of the soil samples through the
process of excavation in the gardens will go through
dry and wet screening processes and flotation
techniques to recover the evidence.  Through use
of specia l ized ident i f icat ion techniques l ike
electron microscopy and isotopic analysis the plant
species will be identified and interpreted in both
qualitative and quantitative terms in order to then
reconstruct accurately the palaeo-environment
within the gardens of Fort complex.

The recorded history of interventions in the gardens
of Red Fort reveals that the gardens were re-turfed
several times in both the colonial and post colonial
period, a practice that has continued till the recent
past.  These interventions, in the guise of earth used
in the gardens, enhance the possibility of the element
of ‘noise’ vis a vis plant species creeping in, i.e. certain
plant species found in the soil samples would not
necessarily give a true picture of the plant species
used historically.  The final results will have to be
evaluated keeping this fact in mind.
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6.3.2A Ground Penetration Radar Survey

and Archaeological Investigation

The objective of the archaeological excavations are
principally: to determine the original ground and
other surface levels; to gather information on the
stratigraphic layers of the soil to determine the
ground and planting levels ;  to determine the
relationship of the ground level, planting beds and
pathways in the gardens; to identify the location of
features such as wells ; determine the sections and
foundations of features evidence of which has been
lost over time; establish the boundaries of the
various spaces through traces of foundations of
enclosing arcades; locate features
such as lost gateways; determine the
section of various water channels;
determine the spatial layout of the
gardens.  Based on research and
inventories, the following sixty six
spo t s  have  been  iden t i f i ed  fo r
Ground Penetration Radar Survey
(GPR)  and  a rchaeo log i ca l
excavations in the first phase (central
axis of the Red Fort complex).

Figure 6.9: Map indicating the areas
for Ground Penetrating Radar
Survey and Archaeological Investiga-
tion, CCMP Map 2006
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1. I Lahori gate 1. Excavation pit To determine the original level of the 
road.

2. 2. Excavation pit To determine the original level of the 
road.

3. II Chatta bazaar 1. Excavation pit To determine the original level of the 
road.

4. 2. Excavation pit To determine the original level of the 
road.

5. 3. Excavation pit To determine the original level of the 
road.

6. III Bagichah 1. Excavation
trench

To determine the relationship of
ground level, planting beds and
pathways.

7. 2. Ground
penetration
radar survey

To determine the location of the
well.

8. IV Zinat mahal
area

1. Ground
penetration
radar survey

To determine the course of Nahr e
bahisht.

9. 2. Excavation
trench

To determine the section of the
foundation of Nahr e bahisht.

10. 3. Excavation
trench

To determine the section of the
foundation of Nahr e bahisht.

11. 4. Excavation
trench

To determine the level of the historic 
Mughal road.

12. 5. Excavation pit To determine the original level of the 
ground.

13. V Baoli 1. Excavation
trench

To determine the boundaries and the 
ground level of the historic garden.

14. 2. Excavation
trench

To determine the boundaries and the 
ground level of the historic garden.

15. 3. Excavation
trench

To determine the boundaries and the 
ground level of the historic garden.

16. VI Rastah
Salimgarh

1. Ground
penetration
radar survey

To determine the location of the
historic gateways.

17. 2. Ground
penetration
radar survey

To determine the location of the
historic gateways.

Areas for archaeological excavations:
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17. 2. Ground
penetration
radar survey

To determine the location of the
historic gateways.

18. 3. Excavation
trench

To determine the section of the
central water channel.

19. 4. Ground
penetration
radar survey

To determine the location of the
historic gateways.

20. 5. Excavation
trench

To determine the section of the
central water channel.

21. VII Bagichah 1. Excavation
trench

To determine the boundaries, ground 
level and planting bed sections of the 
historic garden. 

22. 2. Excavation
trench

To determine the boundaries, ground 
level and planting bed sections of the 
historic garden.

23. VIII Makan
Badshah

1. Excavation
trench

To determine the boundaries of the
space.

24. IX Bagichah
Jahangir

1. Excavation
trench

To determine the location of
foundation of Nahr e bahisht and the 
ground levels within the historic
garden.

25. X Hayat Baksh
bagh

1. Ground
penetration
radar survey

To determine the layout of the late
Mughal garden beds.

26. 2. Excavation
trench

To determine the ground level of
pathways and sections of planting
beds.

27. 3. Excavation pit To determine the ground level of
pathways and sections of planting
beds.

28. 4. Excavation
trench

To determine the ground level of
pathways and sections of planting
beds.

29. 5. Excavation
trench

To determine the section of historic
water channel.

30. XI Mahtab bagh 1. Excavation
trench

To determine the section of the
foundations of Nahr e bahisht, the
boundaries of the garden and the
levels of the planting beds of the
garden.

31. 2. Ground
penetration
radar survey

To determine the layout of the
garden.

32. 3. Excavation
trench

To determine the section of the
water channel.
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33 4. Excavation
trench

To determine the section of the
paths and the planting beds.

34. 5. Excavation
trench

To determine the section of the
paths and the planting beds.

35. XIII Naqqar Khana
forecourt

1. Excavation
trench

To determine the section of the
foundations of the enclosure wall.

36. 2. Excavation
trench

To determine the section of the
water channel.

37. 3. Excavation
trench

To determine the section of the
foundations of the enclosure wall.

38. 4. Ground
penetration
radar survey

To determine the location and
boundaries of the Haud nahar.

39. 5. Excavation
trench

To determine the section of the
water channel.

40. 6. Excavation
trench

To determine the section of the
foundations of the enclosure wall.

41. XIV Chowk Diwan
e am

1. Excavation
trench

To determine the section of the
foundations of the enclosure wall.

42. 2. Excavation
trench

To determine the section of the
foundations of the enclosure wall.

43. 3. Excavation
trench

To determine the section of the
foundations of the enclosure wall.

44. XV Diwan e Khas
forecourt

1. Excavation
trench

To determine the boundaries and
section of the foundations of the
enclosure wall.

45. 2. Excavation
trench

To determine the boundaries and
section of the foundations of the
enclosure wall.

46. XVI Rang Mahal
forecourt

1. Ground
penetration
radar survey

To determine the layout of the
garden.

47. 2. Excavation
trench

To determine the boundaries and
section of the foundations of the
enclosure wall.

48. XVII Chhota Rang
Mahal

1. Ground
penetration
radar survey

To determine the layout of the
garden.
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VI-50

49. 2. Excavation 
trench 

To determine the section of the 
water channel, the ground levels and 
the planting bed levels. 

50 XVIII Seraglio area 1. Ground 
penetration 
radar survey 

To determine the layout of the 
buildings in the area. 

51. XIX Masjid 
bagichah 

1. Excavation pit To determine the original level of 
the ground. 

52. 2. Excavation pit To determine the original level of 
the ground. 

53. 3. Excavation 
trench 

To determine the ground level and 
section of the planting beds. 

54. 4. Excavation 
trench 

To determine the ground level and 
section of the planting beds. 

55. 5. Ground 
penetration 
radar survey 

To determine the location of the 
well.

56. XX Baradari area 1. Excavation pit To determine the original level of 
the ground. 

2. Excavation pit To determine the original level of 
the ground. 

57. XXI Naz rat 
bagichah 

1. Excavation 
trench 

To determine the boundaries and 
section of the foundations of the 
enclosure wall. 

58. 2. Ground 
penetration 
radar survey 

To determine the location of the 
well.

59. XXII Courtyard 
garden 

1. Ground 
penetration 
radar survey 

To determine the layout of the 
garden. 

60. XXIV Jah n Kh ru
b gh

1. Ground 
penetration 
radar survey 

To determine the layout of the 
garden. 

61. XXV Bagichah 1. Ground 
penetration 
radar survey 

To determine the layout of the 
garden. 

62. XXVI Bazaar Dilli 
Darwaza 

1. Excavation 
trench 

To determine the section of the 
central water channel. 

63. 2. Excavation 
trench 

To determine the section of the 
central water channel. 

64. 3. Excavation 
trench 

To determine the section of the 
central water channel. 

65. XXVII Dihli 
Darwazah 

1. Excavation pit To determine the original level of 
the ground. 

66. 2. Excavation pit To determine the original level of 
the ground. 

67. XXVIII Salimgarh Fort 1. Ground 
penetration 
radar survey 

To determine the layout of the 
garden and other subterranean 
evidence. 
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6.3.3A Hydro Geological study

A hydro geological study  has been recommended at
a minimum of nine critical points across
the Fort complex – seven in the Red Fort
and two in Salimgarh. The objective of
the  study is to find out the potential
y i e l d  and  qua l i t y  o f  d i f f e r en t
underground water sources, without
doing any physical boring. This data may
then subsequently be substantiated by
judicious boring at points, where their
w i l l  be  min imum damage  to
archaeological evidence.

Using the method of  vertical resistivity
soundings (VRS), and keeping a fixed
center of configuration, ground water
depth and content is  measured by
successively increasing the electrode
spacing.  Interpretat ions are drawn
through strata chart. Thus without any
physical tampering of the site, inferences
may  be  d r awn  r ega rd ing  so i l
permeabil i ty,  depth of water-table,
seasonal yield of underground water,
approximate quality of water – all factors
which play an important role in planning
for water supply (and indirectly drainage
issues) for the site  both for current and
future needs.

The sites which have been identified for
this survey are –

1. Near the pre-Mughal baoli

2. Near the Asad Burj baoli

3. Near the ruins at Asad Burj

4. Near the south west bastion

5. Near entry point of Shaturgul canal

6. Near the well in Hayat Baksh garden

7. Near the Shah Burj pavilion

8. Western edge of Salimgarh

9. Eastern edge of Salimgarh

Figure 6.10: Map indicating spots/
areas for hydro geological studies,
CCMP Map 2006
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PART 6B: DETAILLED

CONSERVATION PLAN (DCP)

6.1B  Research

The archival research and data collation work was
d iv ided  in to  phases  commenc ing  w i th  the
preparation of a documentation framework in
consultation with conservation architects and
compilation of already available data in a prescribed
format. Information collected ranged from first-
hand accounts of the site by court chroniclers who
described the buildings as they were in their prime,
to contemporary technical reports and publications
of other professionals and academicians.  Of
particular importance was information gathered
from Annual Reports of the Archaeological Survey
of India, which contained an account of repairs and
restoration carried out by the Survey on buildings
under its protection and maintenance.

The buildings were surveyed by a multi-disciplinary
team of architects, conservators, engineers, etc. to
identify and define the exact scope of work of each
specialist and record preliminary information. In
the case of art features, only those identified as
s ign i f icant ,  reasonably  extant  or  warrant ing
intervention were recorded and assessed in minute
detail. The remaining decorative features were
appraised via representational documentation and
evaluation.

6.2B Statement of Significance

The statement of significance is the product of two
complementary processes: a close  analysis of archival
information gathered for the historic building
database (HBIS) and  extensive study of the
architectural documentation. It is these processes that
have informed the conservation  plan and the strategy
for implementation.

It is imperative that the historic form, architecture,
materials, techniques, special attributes as well as  the
in t ang ib l e  va lue s  o f  the  bu i ld ings  a r e  no t
compromised in the course of conservation planning
and implementation.

The statement of significance determines to a large

extent whether a building can be put to some use or
should it be preserved as an artefact for appreciation
only.  For instance whether a significant Mughal
building (of Shahjahan’s reign) such as the Naubat
Khana should be conserved and experienced by
visitors in all its splendour or should it continue to
be used as an office and a museum.

The extent of intervention would also be determined
by the statement of significance: that is  to say
whether a part of a building is to be preserved,
restored or reconstructed. Archival research can yield
information about the historic finishes of the
buildings. For example, it is known that the Rang
Mahal and the Diwan-i-Am both originally had
plastered surfaces richly decorated with paintings.
While the Rang Mahal continues to have a finish of
lime renders, the Diwan-i-Am has an exposed red
sandstone structural system.  Therefore the chatris
on the terraces of the two buildings which currently
have exposed red sandstone system should be
conserved keeping this in mind. While the chatris
of the Rang Mahal could be finished with lime
render, the Diwan-i-Am chatris could be retained as
exposed red sandstone structures so as to ensure
visual harmony between the various components of
the buildings.

The architectural value of the building includes
among other aspects its spatial character, the building
materials and construction system. This is essential
to bear in mind for determining the scope of detailled
documentation and developing the conservation
plan. In the case of Chatta bazaar the spatial
relationship between the ground floor and the upper
floor is extremely important to be recovered as part
of the conservation effort. This would require
removing the infills in the arches (later additions)
overlooking the central passage.

To ensure authenticity conservation in Mughal
buildings must use construction materials and
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systems in accordance with the original Shahjahani
details and specifications. For example in the pillared
ha l l  o f  the  Diwan- i -Am the re  i s  a  un ique
configuration of stone pillars, arches, cornices and
slabs. It is imperative to recognize this value and
ensure that conservation interventions do not alter
this relationship between the various components
of architecture.

The significance of the building and extent of decay
has determined the scope of  documentation
required for the preparation of the DCPs which in
the case of Mughal buildings comprise architectural
documentation, documentation of material extants,
decorat ive features ,  construct ion detai ls  and
condition mapping.

Plate 6.2: Diwan-i-Am from
the west (the building is originally
known to have been richly decorated
with paintings over a lime render),
1840s; Mazhar ‘Ali Khan;
Oriental and India Office
Collection

Plate 6.3: Diwan-i-Am, 2006;
CRCI 2006
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Figure 6.13: Geometric explora-
tion of the spaces within the Red
Fort; Anisha Shekhar Mukherji,
2003
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Decay in Architecture and Decorative features 

Item Damage/
Decay Form

Description Remarks

1 Crack Linear breaks visible on the  surface. Further 
categorized as:-
i) Major – Macro cracks that are easily

visible and are generally indicative of load 
bearing and/or structural faults

ii) Minor – Micro or fine cracks of 1 mm
thickness or less

2 Open joint Separation of joints between adjacent stones
leading to linear gaps

3 Exfoliation Separation of surface layers of stone,
identified as scaling or delamination of layers 
from the stone surface. Degree of exfoliation 
further categorized as--
i) Slight – Localised surface delamination in
small areas, no significant disfigurement
ii) Moderate – Surface delamination in large
areas, noticeable disfigurement of detail,
localized delamination in moderate depth 
iii) Severe – Delamination in depth, acute
disfigurement of detail or surface

Extreme form can lead to total
loss of decorative detail 

4 Loss Interruption of the natural succession or
unity of a surface

Includes mechanical damage and 
spalling due to expansion of
dowels etc. – does not include
exfoliation but may include areas 
that are totally lost as a result of
the same

5 Fill Area where the original is missing and the
resulting lacuna has been filled, either in
antiquity or in the modern period.

Includes both inappropriate as
well as compatible fills

6 Erosion Change in the surface texture of stone or
plaster due to weathering, leaching, wearing
down, etc. (but excluding exfoliation which is 
distinct)

Noticeable in the form of pitting 
or cavities on the surface

7 Defacement Defacement of the surface by human hand To include graffiti, manmade
abrasions etc. – either
superimposed or causing loss of
original material
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8 Efflorescence Recrystallization of salt on the surface of a
structure usually appearing as a white and
crystalline powder-like substance

9 Biogrowth –
Microorganism

s

Small organisms of various colours and
forms, living or dead, such as fungi, algae,
lichens, mosses, or bacteria, which adhere to 
the stone or plaster surface

10 Deposit–Drips Substances that obscure the surface--Drips of 
lime, cement and other repair material

11 Deposit–Bird
droppings

Substances that obscure the surface--
Droppings of birds that usually roost or nest 
in monuments (e.g. pigeons, bats etc.)

12 Deposit–

Soiling

Substances that obscure the surface--
dirt/dust mixed with smoke/grime/greasy
substances/ carbonaceous particles
(excluding general settlement of dust and dirt)

13 Deposit –

Miscellaneous

Substances that obscure the surface--Any
other unidentifiable superficial deposit 

14 Discoloration Alteration of a surface characterized by a
localized change in colour

Includes meaningful cause--
related discoloration that is
causing decay and may need
conservation intervention – such 
as inherent mineral stains causing 
pitting on the surface, staining by 
dowels or rings, staining by paan
or other coloured material
applied by some external
agencies, tenacious
grime/pollutant deposits in the
form of crusts etc.

15 Water stains Visible water stains on a stone or plaster
surface

Either due to rising damp or
ingress from the roof, walls, etc.

16 Coating Area where the original surface has got a
superficial coating in the modern period.
(lime coating, geru, etc.)

17 Insect Hives Hives of different insects
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Decay in only architectural features 

18 Vegetation Growth of tree and shrubs in masonry, 

terraces and base of the building

19 Animal menace Birds and kites resting place on any projected 

portion of the structures. 

20 Vandalism Graffiti marks, damage caused to the surface 

due to mishandling, misuse.

Incompatible

addition and 

alteration.

Cement based materials used for repair work 

and filling of joints and voids etc. 

Electrical Installation of lighting fixtures for 

illumination of structures hanging and 

exposed wires, iron girder, bars etc fixed on 

the structure; installation of lights in iron 

boxes adjacent to the structures; digging of 

floors and making pits for sound & light 

show arrangements

Plumbing Make shift toilets, water tank, pipes, and 

fitting.
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Decay in only decorative features 

21 Inlay loss Losses in stone inlay work (generally in a 
marble surface)

22 Plaster loss--

Visible rough 

plaster

Interruption of the natural succession or 
unity of a surface-Area where the fine top 
layer of the plaster is lost thereby exposing 
the rougher layer underneath

23 Plaster loss--

Visible carrier

Interruption of the natural succession or 
unity of a surface-Area where rough plaster is 
lost thereby exposing the carrier 
(masonry/stone/brick) underneath

24 Mirror  loss Losses in decorative embedded mirror work 
(in plaster)

25 Gilding loss Loss of gold leaf or gold colorant from a 
gilded surface

26 Flaking/

Delamination

Separation of paint layer from its substrate 
due to degradation of medium, action of 
external decay factors, etc.

27 Stucco loss Losses in decorative stucco work

28 Paint loss Loss of paint or superficial lacunae on a 
painted surface
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6.3.3B Digitization of Decorative

Features

In order to maintain a record of the decorative
features in a permanent format of information for
referral, interpretation and evaluation, their graphic
representations have been digitized using rectified
photographs and outline drawings as a base, onto
which the type and extent of decay forms are
overlaid and merged using appropriate software.
Each individual significant decorative feature, be it
a ‘carved sandstone panel’, ‘painted stucco work in
a cusp of an arch’ or the ‘parapet of a building’ has
been organized with its image and weathering forms
available on a separate condition data sheet. A

reference architectural drawing has been included
on each data sheet to facilitate a co-rrelation of
the depicted art feature with the building and its
location, and wherever possible the exact position
has been marked by placing an illustration of the
relevant elevation or plan on the sheet.  The
digitized condition data sheets record only the type,
location and extent of the weathering forms, the
intensity being separately noted in tabular format
but used with the former for conservation planning
and analysis.

Figure 6.16: Reflected ceiling plan documen-
tation, Rang Mahal; DCP 2006
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6.4B Material Investigation

As preferred practice, analysis of representative
samples of the five Mughal buildings on the central
ax is  was  undertaken.  The object ive  of th is
endeavour was

1. to identify the nature, composition and quality
of the  bu i ld ing  mate r i a l s  o f the  va r ious
components.

2. to identify the possible causes of decay.

3. to find out the  physical attributes of the
composition of mortars and  nature of aggregates,

4. to identify  the presence of salts — ratio of
soluble to insoluble salts.

The analysis of this data helps in

1. classifying cladding material, plaster mortars
(whether it is pure, hydraulic, cementatious or
composite)

2. i den t i f y ing  the  d i f f e r en t  t ypes  and
compositions of building limes, mortars, plasters,
etc.

Samples from different areas of the same building
were  t e s t ed .  The  in t e rp re t a t ion  f rom the
perspective of characterization, aggregate size,
composition, classification, mineralogy remains to
be undertaken.  Pigment identification tests have
been conducted using chemical microscopy, X-DR.
If a part icular  recipe is  the trademark of  a
particular area or a period by master, these test
could reveal important information. Interpretation
can also be attempted to decipher the technology
of mortar preparation, plaster, murals.

This information will help in the formulation of
specifications for conservation works.

From top to bottom:

Plate 6.5: Multiple layers of plaster and paint
studied for composition, pigments and
binders, Naubat Khana; DCP 2006

Plate 6.6: Variety of materials used in the
construction in the Red Fort- sandstone,
marble, lime mortars, iron dowels etc.; DCP
2006
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6.5B Conservation Analysis and

Recommendations

A visual analysis of the weathering forms affecting
the bui lding and the decorat ive features and
surfaces was undertaken by conservation architects,
art conservators, material scientists, civil engineers
and structural engineers to recommend scientific
tests along a line of enquiry for substantiation of
the hypotheses on the causes of decay.

Scientific investigations were carried out on samples
from the historic building for civil work  and for
decorative surfaces. In most cases the same tests
were required in both instances. Some specialized
tests were, however, undertaken for art conservation
only, for instance specific investigations of painted
surfaces.

The causes of decay of the various components of
the building were deliberated upon by the team and
various hypotheses of the causes were noted in the
relevant column of the table given below. This
tabulation helped in reading the drawings that
record decay types, its  extent and causes.

Name of the building: Lahori Gate

Part of the building: Room 1 (Ground Floor)

Architectural

documentation
Condition survey

Item

Number

Element

of

structure

Description

of element 
Condition
description

Cause of decay

1/N Dado

Masonry
above

Cornice

Simultaneously condition assessment of art features
on the five selected buildings was undertaken in
conjunction with their architectural documentation.
The work entailed the preparation of a permanent
record of the current state of significant extant
decorative features, the study of their materials
while examining the causes of decay, if any.

The assessment of the condition of the buildings
and  decorative surfaces also took into account
available records of planned past interventions,
historical references to the structures with special
attention to their use (source HBIS) and other data
made available by the ASI.

Results of scientific investigations (which were
coordinated by ASI) were linked to the recorded
data to propose interventions and recommendations.

The analys is  and recommendat ions g ive due
weightage to assessment of the buildings by other
experts (team of structural engineers, public health
and electrical engineers) that may have a direct or
indirect bearing on the state of preservation of the
buildings.

Information such as maintenance procedures and
practices and available expertise and infrastructure
with ASI have also been taken into account in the
final set of proposals placed for consideration and
implementation.
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